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Experiment May Lead to
Treatment Advancement
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPI) - With Challenger's crew still
marveling at the ball of fire they rode into orbit, America's first black
spaceman ran living cells through an unprecedented experiment Tuesday that
may lead to better ways of treating diabetes.
Guion Bluford used Challenger's space medicine machine to purify pancreatic cells from dogs. It was the first time the machine, which can process
biological materials with greater purity and in larger amounts than are
possible on Earth, had been used on live cells.
Scientists hope the experiments with the pancreatic cells will lead to cell
implants that would free diabetics of the need to take insulin.
Bluford and the rest of the astronauts - Richard Truly, Daniel Brandenstein, Dale Gardner and William Thornton- also limbered up the shuttle's
50-foot mechanical am1 and did some work on space sickness experiments on
their first day in orbit.
Thornton, at 54 the oldest astronaut ever to fly in space, was added to the
mission to carry out the work on space sickness, which has affected about half
of all shuttle crewmembers.
The first television transmission from Challenger showed Thornton conducting some measurements for the experiments. Brandenstein and Truly
livened up the program by floating carrots at each other in weightlessness.
"Generally, a great time is being had by all," Truly, the only space
veteran among the crew, told ground controllers as the astronauts wound
down their day.
"Everything looks real good down here. You're having a super mission,"
mission control replied.
The spacemen ate dinner and went to sleep shortly after 1 p.m. EDT.
Challenger was starting its eighth orbit, whizzing along at 17,500 mph about
184 miles above the Earth.
The astronauts Wednesday are scheduled to perform their mission's main
objective- the launch of a communications satellite for India.
The $50 million satellite is designed to relay up to 8,000 telephone calls
simultaneously across India, beam television directly to 100,000 rural antennas and take weather pictures.
The Indian satellite deployment dictated the night launch and the night
landing planned for 3:42a.m. EDT Monday at Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif.
Another goal of Challenger's third flight is to test NASA's new $100
million tracking satellite that will be vital for the Spacclab mission scheduled
for late October.
·
The tracking satellite Was used for the first time Tuesday to relay shuttle
communications to Earth.

City Passes License Transfer
By Steve Shoup

Ellenberger was convipted, his
sentence was deferred and he
never lost his civil rights. An
order of dismissal of charges
against Ellenberger was issued in
July of this year, Stephenson
said, and that action would have
restored his civil rights anyway.

A liquor license transfer involving former University of
New Mexico basketball Coach
Norm Ellenberger, delayed because Ellenberger is a convicted
felon, was approved by the city
Monday.

Stephenson !!aid that if
Ellenberger owned less than 10
percent of the business, his conviction would not have made any
difference, since l 0 percent ownership is the "cut-off point" for
felons.

City hearing officer Albert
Chavez said Tuesday he delayed
his decision last week in order to
get an opinion from the city attorney's office on whether a convicted felon could own a liquor
license.
Felons are usually stripped of
their civil rights, which include
the right to vote and hold public
office, as well as the right to own
a liquor license.
Ellenberger, a 10 percent
shareholder in Ned's Uptown
Restaurant, was convicted of
fraud and filing false travel
vouchers in 1981 .

Norm Ellenberger
Assistant City Attorney Barbara Stephenson, who wrote the
opinion on which Chavez based
his decision, said although

Increase Causes Faculty Lack
By C.D. Brunt
The CoJiege of Engineering is
finding itself in an unusual feastand-famine situation - the feast is
an abundance of students and equipment, the famine is in faculty numbers.
''It is a cause of great concern,"

s~id College of Engineering Dean
Gerald May. "We had an enrollment increa!le of about 18 percent
last year, and I anticipate a comparable increase this year. Meanwhile,
the College of Engineering has. received no increase in funding torecruit teaching staff," May said.
One problem, according to May,

Nursing Staff Planning Transition
By Donna Jones
Although contractors have just
begun pouring the pilings for the
new wing of the University of New
Mexico Hospital, nurses in the critical care unit have been planning
the transition to the new facility for
more than two years.
Steve Morgan, an associate administrator at UNMH who chaired the
12-member critical care planning
committee, said transition training
among the nursing staff is continuing to ensure a smooth change,
even though formal planning for the
remainder of the wing ended with
the groundbrcaking ceremonies
April 30.
The crossover training allows
staff sharing among the critical care
u.nits. This training will increase the
efficiency of the whole facility because a staff member can ntove from
a slower unit to a busier one if
needed, said Sally Marshment, head
nurse of medical intensive care.

Ellenberger, along with former UNM assistant basketball
Coach John Whisenant and former UNM basketball player Ron
Nelson, is one of six part owners
of Ned's Uptown. Ned Gattas,
part owner of Ned's El Portal,
which was gutted by fire this
April, along with his sons Kenneth and Steve, are the other part
owners.

is the steadily increasing pay scale
available in the engineering field,
and the static pay scale in the
teaching profession. The college
currently has four vacant faculty
positions.
"Most of our current faculty have
already made their career decisions,
and I don't anticipate losing them,"
said May. "Butifwedon't get some
improvement in funding, we will
lose some. That's a given.''
The results of the teacher shortage
are beginning to be felt by the engineering students, May said. "We
are having to run larger sections, and
we have cut freshman courses,''
May said.
Several popular courses, such as
.. Personal Computers," have also
been dropped. May expressed concern over the continuation of such a
trend.
.. The recommended studentteacher ratio is 13-to-1. Our current
ratio is approaching J9-1o-l , " May
said.
The main areas of growth in the
engineering field have been in electrical engineering, computer engineering, and computer science.
The demand for high':.tech teaching
equipment in these areas is, according to May, being met.
"Most of our existing labs arc
approaching state-of-the-art status.
We've been fortunate in receiving
funding for both hard and software
for the computing and electrical en·
gineering labs;" he said.
In an effort to keep academic standards up and enrollment at an
acceptable level, admission standards for the College of Engineering
were raised last spring.
"This helps us to have some control on enrollment," explained
May.

Alexandria King
Marshment said the crossover
1
training 'not only allows the nurses Staff crowds the emergency room station at the University of New Mexico Bernalillo County
to feel comfortable when working in Medical Center.
·
·
a different unit, but they will also
Mary Herring, head nurse of the
' 1 The nurses' experience Was
know who they are working with." and her colleagues fii'St thought in
deciding how to combine isolated emergency department, said; ''We valuable because they have the most
The training will also. aid transi- units into one ttauma center in the were given the utmost opportunity to contact with patient cate,' • Morgan
tion to the new wing, Marshment new facUity.
put our ideas into place."
said.
said, because the nurses will .be
Along with Herring and Marsh·
Marshment said she and the
"In the beginning we wanted to
familiar with each other's jobs be·
ment,
Geneie
Felh>ws,
then
head
others
asked the staff members of
FINANCE CHAFIGE:
see
(architectural)
plans,
but
all
we
fore the move. This allows more
See Page 4
staff interaction than before because had were statisitics and functions of nurse of surgical intensive care/ their units for input in designing the
coronary
care,
Trish
Upton,
then
n~w
~iitg.
of the way the existing units are di· the areas,'' she said. "We visited all
Someohhe nurses' contributions
SOUND THE ALARM:
the ICUs in Albuquerque to see what head nurse of bum and trauma and
vided.
worked and .what didn't." Nine later Mary Kinney • nursing area to the planning:
See Page 8
Marshment said she was pleased months hfter they were ready to give director for the adult intensive care
. ..
·
.
.· • . ,
STUDENt SERVICE:
Increased the area of patients
Si!Je Page 10
to be part of the building committee, a rough sketch to the architects, W. units, were part of the .planning pro"'"'• more work 1han she C. ~tuger ~ Associa.tes, she. said. ject.. • • , •• • • " •• · •• ~ • • •• • •. • • • • •. ····continued· on .Page.~.'.".,_..,.,...-~·
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Wire Report

United Press International

Aquino Eulogized
MANILA, Philippines- Car·
dlnalJaime Sin, leader of the Philippines 42 million Roman Catholics,
Wednesday eulogized slain opposition leader Benigno Aquino as a pil·
grim whose journey home cost his
life.
Thousands of Filipinos waited
silently in the early IJours of
Wednesday morning outside the
Santo Domingo Cathcderal, hoping
to be able to participate in the service
and pay final respects to their be·
loved "Ninoy" Aquino.
When the massive cathedral doors
swung open to admit the mourners,
the crowd surged forward, jostling
for seats or standing room in the
church in suburban Quezon City.
Once inside, they settled back into
reverential silence.
"If Ninoy came home despite the
repeated warnings the. forces of
darkness were out t.o do him harm, it
was because the desire to come
home is one of the most powerful
drives of the Filipino." said Sin,
archbishop of Manila, in his homily.
"We arc a pilgrim people, driven by
poverty and lack of opportunity to
find a new life and new home in
foreign lands.
"Ninoy came back armed only
with his faith in his people and his
faith in our God,'' Sin said. "Eager·
ly and happily, he set foot once more
on Philippine soil. And, when he
was shot, when he fell on the airport
tarmac with his lifeblood watering
the ground, a JHtlc smile fonncd on
his lips."
Sin, an outspoken critic of Presi·
dent Ferdinand Marcos, warned
Tuesday there were '·ugly undcrcur·
rents" in the Philippines that could
surface during Aquino's funeral procession through the streets of Manila
following the mass.
Police units backed by annored
cars were on the streets hours before
the beginning of Aquino's funeral,

Aid Programs
May Increase
By Steve Shoup

anticipating trouble from emotional
crowds lining the 16-mile motorcade route.
Police Brig. Gen. Narciso Cabrera said unarmed, uniformed police
along the motorcade route had been
ordered to "exercise maximum
tolerance'' during the f!lrewell for
the popular former senator.
Aquino was sbot dead Aug. 21 at
Manila. airport as he stepped off a
plane after three years exile in the
United States. His alleged assassin
was killed by security forces.
On Tuesday., the government
identified his alleged killer as a
"gun for hire," and the nation's cardinal warned the slaying left Filipinos "angry and restless."
In a surprise statement over government radio and television, Manila Police Chief Maj. Gen. Prospera
Olivas idcntjfied Aquino's killer as
Rolando Galman y Dawang whom
he described as "a notorious killer
and gun for hire." The killer was
identified through laboratory tests
and fingerprints on the murder
weapon, a Smith & Wesson .357
Magnum revolver, he said.
"The assailant ... has reportedly
been used by various elements, including organized syndicated crime
or by subversive elements, possibly
for vengeance or possibly for am1ed
robbery ... hijacking, bank holdups
or kidnapping for ransom,'' the government statement said.
In another development, Marcos,
in a move shown on national television, tried to dispel mmors he suf·
fcrs chronic kidney problems by lift·
ing his shirt to show he had no scars
from surgery or a dialysis machine.
A spokesman for a 12-party
opposition g1·oup urged Marcos to
step down in favor of a caretaker
government, warning of a possible
military takeover if the president's
health should fail before a successor
could be found.

Decision Final for Begin
JERUSALEM - Prime Minister Menachem Begin said Tuesday his decision to quit was final, plunging his coalition government into tum10il over his
successor,

Begin's Herut Party met in emergency session to
choose a new party leader - virtually certain to become prime minister. Two leading contenders
emerged in the power struggle, Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir and Deputy Prime Minister David Levy.
SIJamir, like Begin, was one of the leaders of the
pre-independence underground fighters who used ter·
rorism to fight the British. Levy is a member of the
Sephardic community of Jews originating from Middle Eastern countries,
Begin told his coalition executive committee his
decision to resign was unshakable-- "I cannot continue, I cannot go on anymore,'' one participant
quoted the 70-year-old prime minister as saying.
Begin's resignation takes effect only after he submits a formal letter to Herzog, who must then consult
all of Israel's political parties before asking a party

Student financial aid programs
and funding for those programs
will probably remain the same
and may possibly increase slight.
ly over tile next few years, Congressman Manuel Lujan, RN.M., said Tuesday.
Current federal financial aid
programs expire at the end of
1984. Lujan said these programs
will be likely be reauthorized by
Congress in their present fol'ms
al)d at similar funding levels.
"I anticipate that funding
levels will be slightly increased
to keep up with inflation," Lujan
said.
Lujan rebutted charges the
Reagan administration had de·
creased financial aid, noting that
the budget for student aid in I 983
was $10.5 billion, up $2.3 billion
from 1980. Lujan said the rate of
increase was only "slightly less"
than the inflation rate.

leader to form a new government.
By withholding his formal resignation until his
often-fractious government coalition has time to agree
on a new leadership team, Begin in effect ensures the
Likud Bloc remains in power.
No matter who emerged as prime minister, Israeli
policy regarding Lebanon or the occupied West Bank
was unlikely to change, at least in the short .run.
Begin's decision to resign put an end to seven years
of leadership whose hallmarks were the IsraeliEgyptian peace treaty and a controversial program to
settle Jews in the West Bank region Israel captured in
the 1967 Middle East war.
The Nobel Peace Prize winner had been in poor
health for some time. During his time in power, Begin
suffered two heart attacks, .a mild stroke and a broken
hip that kept him in a wheelchair.
Colleagues said Begin had been withdrawn the past
year following the death of his wife Aliza and was
depressed over the mounting Israeli casualties in
Lebanon.

Beirut Skirmishes Include Embassies
BEIRUT, Lebanon- U.S.
Marines and other peacekeepers
came under direct attack for the third
straight day Tuesday, with five
French soldiers dying in one of the
worst outbursts of factional fighting
since Lebanon's civil war.

between Lebanese troops and defiant Moslem militiamen spread to
west Beirut. Multinational
peacekeeping forces again came
under fire, as did the French, Italian
and Soviet embassies.
Bcrri and Walid Jumblatt, chief of
Clashes between the Lebanese another Moslem sect, the Druze,
army and Moslem militias spread to issued separate statements Tuesday
the heart of Beirut, hitting several demanding an end to army control of
foreign embassies. In all, 74 people Moslem areas and political reform
have been killed in three days of pressing the government for more
clashes. the worst since the 1975-76 rights for Moslems.
hostilities.
TIJCre were no U.S. casualties
Tuesday.
Latein the day, Nabih Bcrri, leaderofthe Shiite Moslem miHtia fightThe Marines returned fire for the
ing the am1y, urged his men and first time in a year of peace-keeping
allies to return to their barracks in an duty in Beirut on Sunday. On Mon·
apparent cease-fire agreement, a day, two Marines were killed and 14
Shiite spokesman said.
wounded in further clashes with
But shortly afterwards, clashes Moslem militias.

The 4,800-man multinational
peace-keeping force took more
casualties, with five French soldiers
killed and five wounded in three
assaults including one on the French
Embassy, French officials said. Six
Lebanese soldiers also were killed.

j,

I

In all, 44 soldiers, including
seven peace-keepers, and 30 civilians have been killed and more than
150 people wounded in the last three
days of fighting.
The fighting was the worst in
Beirut since the civil war left up to
40,000 dead, hospital spokesmen
said.
Phalange radio, which has good
contacts with President Amin
Gcmayel's government, said the
Cabinet might resign due to the
crisis.
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MEET YOUR UNM

STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health
Center

Patricia MaHhews
KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

d

4.50

j

I
L

17.50

ENROLL NOW!
NOTE: Regular pion only con be purchased at
Cashier's Office Scholes Hall until September 9,
1983.

Belfer Benefit Plan and Dependant coverage
must be purchased through representative

The proposed change would
base grants on universities' tui·
lion costs and on a standard living
allowance set by the program.
Under this proposal, a UNM student eligible for a $1, I 00 Pell
gmnt would receive only $800.
"There's a real possibility we
could lose $300 to $400 a student
under this proposal," Chreist
said.

Ji/~

This proposal would be more
advantageous to schools that
charge higher tuition than UNM,
said John Whiteside, associate
student financial aids director.
"It does not address the needs
of a student who has a high need
and would like to attend a low·
cost institution," Whiteside said.
Lujan said he was opposed to
the Pell grant change .
•
Lujan also discussed his plans
to create a non-profit corporation
which he ho]Jed would evcntualy
raise up to $500,000 for scho·
larships from private sector_coniributions. Scholarships would
go to incoming freshmen attending institutions in the I st Congressional District.

~

3.50 & up
HANDMADE BY NUNZIO'S
107 CORNELL S.E., ALBUQUERQUI, N.ll.

the

----------------------------------WELCONIE BACK!

(across from UNM)

8117 Menaul NE

2 slices of Cheese Pizza
& Med. Like Cola

\, Santa Fe

Expires September 31, 1983
.

..

Yale Blood

1
I
I

III
$111

---------------------------------------·
122 Yale S.E. 266·5729

.

'

111 Harvard SE
403 Cotdo\la Rd. West

TRY OUR DELICIOUS
HOMEMADE PASTA !

282·1555

general store

We waht to be a Zoo Parent!
Help us adopt a baby tiger frorn
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Bring this toupoh oh any single dohation per week for your
tohtribution towards adopting one of the 2 baby tigers recently
born at the zoo.
1 per WN'k

continued from page 1
rooms from 80 square feet to 180
square feet;
Provid.ed natural lighting to patients' rooms to aid their orientation;
Created sm.alle.r work areas
throughout the units to allow the
nurses to be closer to the patient and
prevent current crowded cluster
areas;
Made the layout the same between the intensive care units to
allow for more .ease in shared staffing.
Marshment said many of the designs saved the hospital money.
The project, financed by a $7.3
million bond issue in 1980 was bid at
$5 million by the Jaynes Corp. The
44-bed capacity unit, scheduled to
open in 1985, will add 48,800
square feet to the west end of the
hospital. The two-story additio.n will
feature .a rooftop landing pad for the
emergency helicopter,
The ground .floor will house an
W.C. Kruger and Assocfatt:~s-Archltect:s
enlarged emergency department and
an isolated burn unit, with four adult
University of New Mexico Bernalillo County Medical Center Critical Care Center.
intensive care units: trauma,
open a new patkmg area so no spaces clans and administrators in the most
surgery, medical and cardiac on the UNMH for the project.
A change order is being negoti· will be lost after completion.
second floor, Morgan said.
complicated of all architectural and
The committee, which included engineering designs."
He said the committee's final ated to add a third floor pediatric unit
plans on the bum unit will be fea- of 24,000 square feet, Morgan said. doctors and other support staff as
Morg® said the new unit blends
He said that while the number of well as the four head nurses of the well the hospital's role as a state
tured as a ''state of the art model' ' in
a textbook by Clipson!Wehrer, Ann parking spaces has decreased during units to occupy the new facility, designated regional trauma center
Arbor, Mich., a leading hospital de· construction, removal of an under· said, "The unit is the best job of and the hospital's mission as center
sign consulting firm hired by ground rservoir west of the wing will coordinated effort of nurses, physi- for advanced critical care.

Watches

$11
---------------------------~
Bonus Coupon
1

$11 per donor

i

j'

Portable Tape Players

Daily during regular
office hours at
Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884·6827

I

!

Mini Speakers

Beginning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1·3:30 prn M·W·F

j

Lujan, in New Mexico until
during a congressional recess,
met recently with University of.
New Mexico fina!lcial aid personnel to discuss current and
proposed programs.
Fred Chreist, director of Student Financial Aids, told Lujan a
proposed change in the Pell grant
program could hurt UNM and
other low-tuition universities.

Nursing

99¢

lobo

men's
shop

reg. price
$2.39

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I

One Coupon
per customer
Present coupon
with pu.· rchase
... . . [

----------

2120 Central SE
243-695.4

•
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Forum

Students To Sponsor Festival

----Opinion---

BLOOM

Funding Not Funny

COUNTY

Today's column is not funny or clever, because the question of
funding for the university Is no longer funny, just pathetic.
Last Friday the Board of Educational Finance reversed a decision
made the day before and lowered from 10 percent to 8 percent, the
top figure to be used to calculate raises for university faculty. The
motion was make by Jane Trego, who apparently changed her mind
after some intense lobbying, especially by the President of New
Mexico State.
Well, it seems we are In a pretty pathetic state when even the heads
of the state's universities cannot agree that we are desperately in
need of greater funding. And where was the University of New Mexico President Perovich Friday? Where was the University lobbyist?
Where was any representation from UNM? What the hell are we
paying these people to do? Perovich is supposed to represent the
University, and this certainly seemed like a time when we damn well
needed representing. And the lobbyist is paid specifically to lobby,
Where was he Friday?
How about it, turkeys? Perhaps you can inform the University
community what you all were doing Friday that was more. important
than seeing to the funding of the University. Don't you guys feel the
least bit guilty when you cash those big paychecks each month?

A View from the Bottom

by Berke

Breat:hed

aw. £..t:.l's rxrWGerHfiR
Ci-11\PS. ON 'IVIO ...

I

By Richard Berthold
On the other hand, a round of applause to BEF member Dolly Baker,
who had the {metaphorical) balls to tell the Board what a collection of
of hypocritical jerks they are. The brevity of her political career is now
guaranteed.
The Governor's Commission on Higher Education was also mis·
sing from the meeting, but that's hardly surprising. The commission
is nothing but political window dressing, designed to make it seem
that the governor is doing something about education. Harris knows
this; he's a politician (of sorts). If he really wants "to do something
spectacular" for higher education, he might consider blowing up the
College of Education.
Is there anyone out there who really cares about education in New
Mexico? I hear endless talk about education and High Tech on the Rio
Grande, but underfunding the universities seems an odd way to go
about it. The Legislature and BEF don't care. And Anaya is too busy
running for vice president and trying to outdo Yuri Andropov in
gathering power to bother with education. And, incidentally, all you
state employees, the allocation for"governor's residence" went from
S18,000to$50,000 this year. That's money free ofanytaxes and spent
at the governor's discretion.
In a related issue, the Board of Regents voted 3-1 Monday to refuse
to allow university professionals [that includes faculty) to form a
collective bargaining unit. Before your mouth drops open, the initia·
tive came from nurses, not the faculty, An administrator suggested
that the refusal was because we are part of management. Is this
supposed to be a joke or what? Colleen Maloof proposed and voted in
favor of the motion to allow a union vote. Colleen, I am prepared to
take you to dinner in orderto saythanksforthinking aboutthe faculty.
Well, colleagues, will there be a faculty response? Another committee perhaps? Ora strongly worded memo? I knowihere are those who
feel the way I do; let's hear from you. And you faculty who think I'm
just an ego-maniac who offers no real solutions, perhaps you could
suggest some effective action.
I suspect there is no effective action. But do we have to be nice to
these jokers? Whenever you (and you students- you're affected)
see a top administrator or BEF member or legislator spit in his direction and shout obscenities. Or, if this is not your style, politely ask him
to explain why he is screwing higher education.
And, my colleagues, show as much courage as Dolly Baker. Tell
these "leaders" we have had enough. Tell them that if this is the way
they intend to support education, they can teach the damn classes
themselves,

A ON6,
ANI?-

---Opinion---

Today's Events
Klv~ Club meellng. for returning stud~nh wm
be hc!Q. .IH 4 p.m. tod11y at 18li Las J,..orp,as NE.
More infonnatiPnls QVailableat 277·31)17.

Term Deemed Racist

l.as_ Cllf!IJtann$ willl:lold their first meeting of
th<: seme_ster at 7;l0 p.m. today in Hokona
lounge. Atte(ldance Js- mandatory for metJlbe~s
-and $5 due~ must be paid _at this meeting. More
information is avallaPie at 25S-l842

By Ronald S. Shibata
District G.over.nor
Mountain Plains Council
Japanese American Citizens League

The Japanese American Citilens League is a national civil rights
organization with over 30,000 members and 105 chapters nationwide.
During its 54·year history, JACL has been active in civil rights issues
of qoncern to all monority groups but, in particular, those of concern
to Japanese Americans C!nd other Asians and Asian-Americans as a
group,
It is with this in mind that I read with distress the column by
Professor Richard Berthold titled, "A View from the Bottom," in the
Aug. 24 issue of the Daily Lobo. In that column, Professor Berthold
referred to Maestro Yoshimi Takeda, music director of the New Mexico Symphony Orchestra, as the ''Hip Nip."
While Professor Berthold's right to express himself in the paper is
not in question, what is disturbing is that a supposedly educated
individual such as,a university professor has chosen to use a racist,
bigoted term such as "Nip" as a means of expression. It is this type of
racism and bigotry JACL has been campaigning against throughout
its history.
For the uneducated, perhaps a history lesson is in order, The term
"Nip" arose during the wartime hysteria which Immediately followed
this country's entrance into World War II. The Japanese term for
Japan is Nippon. Thus, the word Nippon was shortened to ''Nip" in
order to provide the American vocabulary with a derogatory term
with which to refer to the enemy.
It was this same hysteria which Jed to the incarceration of over
130,000American citizens of Japanese ancestry in America's concentration camps from 1942 to 1945. The only crime of which these
individuals were guilty was that of having a Japanese face. Today,
scholars of American history and American jurisprudence look upon
this event as a black chapter in American history. As a scholar of
history, one would hope that Professor Berthold would be oft he same
sentiment.
As a result of increased competition from Japanese trade, The
United States is again facing a period of renewed anti-Japanese
sentiment. Just recently, a Chinese American, Vincent Chin, mistaken
for a Japanese, was murdered on the streets of Detroit, Mich. His
murderers were brought to trial but, to date, have not served a single
day in jail. Chin's killers only received probation as their sentence for
murder. Only after much outcry from the Asian-American community
and other concerned citizens, has a grand jury been convened to
examine the case of Chin and how it was handled.
In other parts of this country, many Japanese Americans who are
two to four generations removed from Japan have felt the renewed
rise of anti-Japanese sentiment. Some of them are afraid to rent or
own a Japanese car for fear·of their lives.
In some school systems, fourth-generation Japanese Americans
are being accused by their classmates of killing the whales. Many of
these individuals have never been to Japan and, thus,. do not understand what they are being accused of.
Certainly the University of New Mexico does not need a member of
its distinguished faculty promoting this tYPe of racism and bigotry in
our own community.

UNM Trallbhntn will_hold theif first meeting
of lhe year at 6 p.m._ today ~n the Alumni Office
on the- .second floor of Lhe SUB, More information is available by calling Mnrk Hayes or
St~ve Ross nt 277·5808,
Pres!d~tlllal S_~holars 1 Club will meet at '6:30
p.m .. to~ay in the Honors Center. No_mir,.atlons
for officers will be taken at this metting only.
More lnformadon l_s available at 277.-5270,

r

•

As.-;oclutlon of Areounlinw StUdent!i will hold
their flm seliernl meetinJl; at noon today In
Anderson School of Manage_mena Roorn 112.
Refreshments will be served. More Information
is-available at 277•6671,

Copy E~itor ••••••••.••••• , Patricia· Gabbert
Sports Editor ................. Jim Wiesen
Arts E:diior.•.•.•••••..••..••• JohaMa 'King
Entertainment Reporter •.•...•• Lydia Piper

Sports Repotte'r .• ,, , •• , ••••••• Etlc Maddy
Reporter .. , .... , ......... ·George dotospe
Reporter ...................... Steve ShouP

Data !:ntry ,_., ••_., •••••••• CamHie. Co_r'dova
Production Manager ••• , •• , • , ScOtt Wilson:
TeChnic-at Adviser •• , ••.•• Craig Chrissinger
Business- Mana!)fl't •. , •• _. ••.• , Mfehael- Ford
Advertising Manager •••••• ,. James Fisher

Pre-game Social Set
The University of New Mexico
Sports Stadium will be the s•;enc of a
pre-game social for Alumni and
their families Saturday. The social
will be held in the picnic area on the
stadium grounds' southeast corner.
The social will be held frmn 4:30

p.m. to 6:30p.m. and is sponsored
by the Albuquerque Alumni Chap·
tcr. It will feature entertainment by
the UNM Pep Band, the cheerleaders and the Chapparals.
There will be a cash bar serving
alcoholic beverages and soft drinks.

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym

No. 5 ·PANCAKES (4) ••• , .........................._••••••• -·- ........................................... .
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, com tortilla & toast ••••••••••••••••••••• ; ••••
No. 7 WESTERN OMLEnE. • •••••. ~ •••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• ·- •••_.............._............. .
three eggs, green chill & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
.
,,.. Cup of CoW.. ot Hot TH With Any of 'Th• Abovwo D,.oldom
l

.

SIDE ORDERS
Bacon, Ham, Sausage or Deef Pattie ................. ·• • • • • • $.85

French Fries • .. .. • • .. • • • • s:55 .One Egg ................. ·• $.50
Hash Drowns • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 65 Pancake • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 40

Salcid with choice of Dressing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 75

Westem Style • • • • • • • • • • • • • 99
Onion Rings •••••••••••••• 75
Deans •••• , ••.•••••••••••• : 35

Toast 6 Jelly • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45
Jelly ..........-.............. ~5
Crackers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 05

Extra Dlue Cheese • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 15
Tomatoes ·(3 slices) ......................... , • • • • • • • • • •.• .. • • • 1·5
American -or Cheddar Cheese •••• -· • .• • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • 20

Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) .................. , •••• '· ........... : 50

Green Chill or Chill con Corne (1 oz.) ........................ 20

HAMBURGERS

No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese •••••••• :... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 3 BONANZA double mfat, American cheese, thousand Island. 1omato, onion. lettuce & pickle • • •
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER chill con came or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smokf sauce, onion & lettuce ••••••••••••••••••• ;•••••••••••••••• • • •
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion •••••••••••••••• , •••••• , •••• , ••••••• , • • • • • • • • •

---Letters--JPushcart' Claim Disputed

SANDWICHES

Editor:

No. 7 TACO meat, cheese~ lettuce

MEXICAN FOOD

tr tomato ..................................... -• •• -• .•••• -• .••••••••• ~ •.

S1.35

$1.50
$2.29
$1.55

GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with AmeriCan cheese, lettuce & tomato •••••••••••••••••• , •••••••
HAM, LETTUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing •••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO sam• as above ........................... , ••• , • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • • • •
EGG. LETTUCE 6 TOMATO same as a~e .................................................. , ••••••

The Lobo did not allow David Ross to be the. pushcart of assertive
minorities [Aug. 29 Daily Lobo); he did a fine job of that himself. The
Lobo also printed letters in his favor- freedom of speech they declared.
Which land and whose forefathers is Ohnesorge referring to? New
Mexico's forefathers are Indians and Chicanos.Rememberwhere you
are and whose land you are in.
E . G 11
va a egos

$1.30
$1,30

$.90
1.45
1.45
1.10

S.ao

No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese,. lettuce 6 tomato .............................._. -· •••• ··-. • • • • • • • • • .• • .• • .. • • 70
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato ••••••••••••••••••••••.• ·• •·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.29
BEEF with ChiU Con Came, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese 6 onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
MEXICAN COMBO- enchiiGdo, taco 6 :beans ............. -••_••• -. ............................... -· •••••••••• 2.19
GREEN CHILl STEW small (5 oz.) med. (8 oz.) lg. (12 01.) •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 59 .89 1.39

..

-PLAnERS

No.9

Letters ·sub!"nlssltln Policy: Letters to the editor must beryped, doubte-spaced and no mor~
tflan 20il words, AU malled~ln /etters- must be_ Signed by the author <111d li'\CIUde ndtlre;;s _and
telephone number. No names will bewithheld. The' baUyLobO does not guatantee pubhcation
and will edllletters tor length and libelous. content.

A!ISoi::, Managing Editor .......... David Gai
News E:tfitor,.,., •••••• ,, Dennis POhlrnan

II a.m.·l p.m., Chinese
painting eJ<;hibition, SUB ballroom

French quiche, an update on solar energy in Israel, and Swedish cinema
classics will all be found at the University of New Mexico International
Center Sept. 6-9 during International Awareness Week.
For four days the center will be the site of films, slides, exhibits and food
representing the cultures of more than 80 countries. Participating nations
range from Israel, Ecuador and the Soviet Union to Tunisia, Estonia and
Korea. Films will run throughout the week, including such topics as Eskimo
artists, images of Japanese women, and Marcel Marceau and the history of
pantomime.
Local restaurants and bakeries will provide free samples of various interna·
tiona! cuisines each day.
For more infonnation, come by the Intemational Center, 1808 Las Lomas
N.E., or call 277-5927.

No. 4 .ONE EGG, hash browns 6 foast ••-••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••• , ~ ••••••••••••• ~ •

6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Texas toast, French frlfs or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • $2.&9
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke saucf, chfese. 1000 Island, onion, Frfnch. frffs & salad • • • • • 2.39
5 oz. RID EYE STEAK ~ USDA Choice Texas Toast, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.29
CHEF SALAD with choice of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, hom & egg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.69
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, & egg • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

The New Mexico Daily Lobo Is pubi_Jshad MDildiiV through Friday every regulatwe_ek_ofthe
Un1versftyyear1 _weekly during cfosed and fiflal_sweekS aridweeJcly during the_ summer session,
by the-Board at Stu~ent-Publlcatlons of the University-of Now Me_xico. Sub~~ription rate Is $10
pet academic:: year. second class postage pald at Albuquerque,. New Mex1cO 87131.
The opinions expressed Ol"'the editorial pages of the NewMexico_DfJffYI.Obo are t11Dse__ofthli
author Solei'/. Unslgfled opir'!idn is thst ot 1he editor and refieets the edltQriat policy _of the papet,
but doe! not necessarily represent the views of the members of the 0Bi1'1 Lobd staff.

Editor.·~·, •. ,, •••••••••••••• Stacy Gtt!..!Jri
Manoglng l:ditor •••••••. , ..•.• Wren P~op_p

lla.m.-1 p.m., outdoor performances: Chinese painting,
Chinese calligraphy, culture products and pictures exhibition,
dough-doll making, SUB plaza

II :30 a.m.- I p.m., Chinese
meal, SUB plaza
1·2 p.m., outdoor performances: Chinese painting, Chinese
calligraphy, culture products and
pictures exhibition, dough-doll
making, SUB plaza
2-3 p.m., slides show. Woodward Hall, Room 101
3-4 p.m., Cliinese King-Fu
and Tai-Chi, SUB plaza
4·5 p.m., Chinese dancing,
singing and fashion show.
Woodward Hall. Room 101.

.

266-0550
6:30 a.m. • 12:00 p.m.

Daily Lobo
38.1400

9-11:30 a.m., Chinese movie,
Student Union Building Theater

11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Chinese
meal, SUB ballroom
l-2 p.m., Chinese dancing,
singing and fashion show, SUB
ballroom
2-3 p.m., slides snow, SUB
tall room
Saturday's events

.

Daily
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The University of New Mexico Chinese Students Association
will sponsor a Chinese Festival
on Fr\day and Saturday. The festival will be held in the New
Mexico Union and on the campus.
plaza.
A Chinese meal will be served
at 11;30 a.m. Friday. All events
are free except for the meal.
Friday's schedule of events

Awareness Week Slated

DRJN KS.45 5· c.nts
oH on r.fllls
..
.
SOF'I' DRINKS cQke, ·dr. pepper & 7up ........... , .40

CO,FFEE ........................................ , .29 .35
HOTTEA .......................................ii••·•• -.29 .-35
SPICED or HIRDAL TEA ••• _•.•• ~ ._•• -. • . . • • • • • •. • .• • • • • • .35 .40
HOT CHOCOLAT£ or APPLE CIDER ••••••••••• , ••••• 40 .50
MILK ; •• , ....................... ; .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 45

..

ICETEA ......................... ii••·····•·••-.•·•··• .35 .50 .60
LEMONADE •• ,, •• ·• .................. -·· ....................... ,• -- • ._75
.65 JUICE orangf, apple, tomato & grapefruit ••••••••••50 .65 · .95
.eo SHAKES chocolate, strawberry 6 vanilla • • .. • • • • .. • .55 .eo 1.05.
FRESH SQUEE%ED ORANGE JUICE • , ••••••• ~. • • • • • • .65 .95 1.45
.-45
.4~

~~~[~1fi1H~ ~kOLL .67

Member, New Mexico F'ress Association

-'·-

...

.55 .65

6·pack fro%•1!. rolls
3.29
.
.
--

__.........

...,...,,...,.,..,_.....,..,.,.,.,..--~-~...,.,~~~-~~~,
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SUD Cinema
Fall Program 198~
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Showtimes:
7 and 9:30 Wednesday.. Thursday and Friday
3r 7 and 9:30 Saturday and Sunday

Thursd.,.,,

Saturd-"
THEWAYWEWERE

Sept. 7, 8
The ebony charmer from Saturday Night
Live In his most celebrated performance yet.
Murphy ploys on. convict chosen to coiloborote o with a policeman's (Nick Nolrelorrock
onpunl1ishcop killers. Violent, yerrumultously funny. wirh outstanding performances by
borh actors.

LIO LIOC
I '-' I I ' ' -'·
A MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S SEX COMEDY

ng0

Sept. 21

·I

I ·,

l

--

I

--~1

MY

Sept. 9, 10

., Jack Nicolson portrays a small-time detective ond Faye Dunaway plays the big-rime client in rhis Ramon Polansl<i thriller. Set in
seedy Southern C61ifarnia in the 1930s.

Sept. 14, 15

Sept. 16, 17
"' The story of o divorced couple
playing rJg-af-wor with their child.
Dustin Hoffman parrroys an odverrising executive re-educated in the
realities of fatherhood after his wife.
played by Meryl Streep. walks our on
him. WinneroffiveAcodemy Awards.

n
I

D

Kratner vs. Kram.er
A very special experience.

'lllllf~

Zapata!

Marion Orondo as the herolrevolurionary Emiliono
Zapata. Regarded far its brillionr orrention to realistic derail, this film is one of rhe most noted historical dramas in
film historY as it eloquently presents rhe paliricol intrigues of
rhe period from 1909 to 1918. Also starring Anthony
Quinn; directed by Ella Kazan.

DINNE~

~--------

Sept. 23, 24
Lasryea(s nosrolgic look or adolescents on the brink of
adulthood, batthng their feats which include responsibili,Y. career goofs, social growth and. of course- rhe big
one- women~ A poignant look or the losr.and fleeting
days of boyhood camaraderie.

The Good, the Dad and the Ugly
Oct. 12
The ultimate spagerri western and Clint Eastwood's
springboard to stardom, this Civil ,War drama rell.s of o
mysterious nomad who reams up with Mexican Gunman (Eli Wallach) and then sadistic criminal. (Lee Van
Cieef). The stakes are· high, sa. is the action.

Sept. 30, Oct.1

"The psychodrama, greed and sexual frustrations of
the south, conceived wirh ambiance and finesse thor is
only Tennessee Williams'. Paul Newman, Elizabeth Taylor
ond Buri lves sror in thrs searing porrrolr of a prominent
southern family or the beg·rnning of its. demise.

*

One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest

THE DEER
HUNTER

« The warm story of on angel who appears to a
downtrodden man (Jimmy Srewarr) and shows him
how the world would be different had he nor existed.
Considered by Stewart and director Fronk Copra ro be
the zeniths of their respective careers. Donna Reed

The spirit is willing. bur the flesh is we>ak. Nobody knows
this. berrer than a. young priest. Christopher Reeve srors in
thi> World War II srory thor encompasses not only personal
.and moralistic turbulence, bur also thedromotic.troubles of
the Voricon. or thor rime- troubles which include fighting
among itself, bankruptcy and pressure from the underworld.

Oct. 26, 27

Ommy

Caged Heat
Nov.9
Oppression leads ra violence in this tale about a
group of inmates who successfully revolt against an
inhumane prison system. A melodramatic film thor
makes its point.

Kelly's Heroes
Nov. 16
An incorrigible army outfit decides to wage a personal war on the Germans and steal $.15 million in
gold. An all-star cost is featUred in this comical and
ocrion-pocked wor gem.

rhe hairdresser who loved women ond Julie Christie, Gol-

die Hawn, Corrie Fisher and Lee Gram as the objects of his
attention and affection.

e Dirty Dozen

* A tough

Sept. 25

army mcjor (Lee
Marvin) recruits and trains rwelve
hardened criminals into becoming a skilled special tosi<S farc-e.
Complete with the machismo of
Ilransan, Telly Savalas and
Donald Sutherland.

liam Halden star in Sam
Peckinpah's gripping illustration of ruthless escapades in the savage west

Dr. Strangelove

Oct. 5, 6

Mel Gibson stars In
this absorbing film
which combines politics,
greed, vicious journalIsm and rhe inevitable
love affair. Set in lowest
Indonesia.

A survey of rhe cast of running for public office: the
toll ir takes on the candidate- morally, morrally,
finoncioHy. psychalagicolty, Complete with all the
doubts ond self-deceptions thor come with selling you'
saul fi:Jr same rhino you're nor even sure you wont.

Sept. 18
" One of the most remembered, sophisticated and
hormonal comedies of all time. Starring Warren Bearry as

-o ErnestBorgnine and

Adalescenr talent and energy explode an the si:reen in this rich
mixture of enthusiasm. optimism, genius and superb filmmokrng. The scnpt
traces the lives of the young and gifted os they progress through a New York
performing ott school.

Oct. 14. 15~-~~

Oct. 19, 20

Monsignor

ampoo

Oct. 2

Widely regarded among American intellecruals as thE> best movie of 1982.
Andre Gregory and Wallace Shawn wrore and srar In rhis.dinnerrime conversation
rhot rakes the audience deep lnro rhe imaginctians and psyche ahhe characters.
The graphic. lnrriguing scripT will nor only· grip you. bur leave you exhausted.
Directed by Louis Molle.

Hot Tin Roof

*The enigmaTic and romantic rryst of Redford and
Streisond in the mavierhor caprur<;;d rhe imoginorian of
the '70s, The illustrorion of rhe love affair berween two
strang-willed people and rhe inherent tragedies thor
must inevitably lead them to parr.

he Wild Bunch

WITH ANDRE

Sept. 28, 29

Cat on a

Sept. 11

More Intellectual laxative from
the king of such ilk. Woody Allen's
rerurn to rhe light-hearred examinations of sex. death. and the
constanT madness thor is so much a
parr of the modern malelfemole
relationship. Mia Farrow also stars.

--

A reolisticfilm illusrroting rhe brutal store of slavery in the f
American 5ourh, when both rhe owner and the slave were I
victimized by the sad srme of affairs. Srorring Susan
;
George.. and in his acting. debut. boxer Ken Norton.

China Town

Oct. 9

socially functionol from the criminally insane. Jock Nicholson is R. P McMurphy, o canv1ct who fal<es Insanity ro ger

" Perer Sellers does multi-dury ln this timeless,
splashy, funny, satiristic lool< arrhe earrh's.desrruction. A
masterpiece for director Stanley Kubrick, this film is the

* Ken Kesey's story of the grey area that seperates the
our of prison. and then proceeds to corrupt the other po[ienrs. A funny. potgnont nveting filrrl":'
~
-

*

Michael Cimino's gripping drama obaurrhree l'.ussion
Orrhodox Catholic boys who leave their small Pennsylvania town far the nightmare of Viernom. Each immpeccobly crafted. the scenes in this film range from amusing
wedding-dance frivolities ra horrifying Russian-rauletre
matches in prtson camp and downtown Saigon. Starring
Raberr De Nira. and in Academy Award wiMing roles.
Meryl Streep and Christopher Wolken.

Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands
Oct. 21, 22
A film Hex Reed once desctibed as "a rousing film treat."
this srory looks at the exploits of a woman who would rather
fight than switch to the more accepted way doing things. A
favorite in its native Brazil as well as abroad.

-t~

winner of some 60 lnternoricnol 'film -awards. George
C Scott and 5/im Pic/sins ,co-srar.

GRADUATE

oct. 1

., Mrs. Robinson hurdles the gender
and generation gaps as she seduces the
young and vulnerable graduate. This
Oscar winner examines the values ond
madness of the 60s. Stars Anne Bancroft.
Katherine Ross, and in his first major film
role. Dustin Hoffman.

West Side Story
,

Oct. 23

* A version of Romeo and Juliet ser among New
York City street gangs and pulsating ro the runes of
leonard Bernstein, this arristic triumph stars Narolie
Woad. A timeless masterpiece and the winner of ren
Acoderryy Awards.

Cbato's Land
Oct. 28

Steven Spielberg's horrorfilm obaur a house pos·
sessed and what happens to litrle girls who watch
tao much N. The film is set in Southern California
and is imaginative, reolisHc and horrifying enough
to be considered a clossic.

Charles Dransan stars in this western drama abour a
half·breed apache who manages to continually elude
the low.

Nov.3

Roger Dolrry Is the deaf, dunnb and blind pinball
Wi?ard named Tommy, the prorognisr in Peter Townshend's celebrated rock opera. Rock guitarist Eric Cloptan ploys the preacher in a church that worships Marilyn
Monroe, and Elton John is Tommy's high-heeled pinball
Also

The
Atomic Cafe

Oct. 7, 8

Nov.4,5

The Greatest

Cheech and thong came with more up-in,smakery
this time selling ice cream and dreaming ofthe sorisfoction of simultaneously sating all hedonistic pleasures.
Oh yes, the ice cream business somehow leads to
exorbitant amounts of money.

Ilosed an rhe fife of bo~r Muhammad Ali, this
dramatic and touching film rroces the life at a prizefighter as laver, ghetro·child, winner, laser and laudmouth. Ernest Borgnine ca-srors.

Nov.6

Texas Choinsow Massacre

Nov. 10, 11
Newsreels straight from American government archives
portray the country in all its cold-war conformism. glory and
paranoia. The selected footage is orrfufly culled for a starrling statement.

Nov. 12, 13
The horror flick you saw at the drive-in during your high school days
returns. Who will survive tbe wrorh of this modern day ax-murder? An
unserrling mixture of rhe funny and macabre. Based an on actual occur'

ence.

The Pom-Pom Girls
Nov. 17
In one of the biggest surprises of the '70s, director
Joseph Ruben tells the role of a wild high school class
out pursuing a good rime. Starring Robert Corrodine,
Jennifer Ashly and Michael Mullins.

Nov. 18, 19

Diva

The story of a newsboy/opera fanatic who illegally records
the cancerr of a shrewish operatic prima donna, inodverrentfy
assumes possession of a roped confession. and becomes entangled in the exploits of underworld thugs and the work of a
sophisticated detective-. This French fiim has been widely regarded as one of lost year's best.

Shenandoah
Nov. 20
Jimmy Stewart srors in this CivH Wor epic about o
father who sees his family become a warrime casuolry --one bullet at a time. Doug McOure. Patrick
Wayne, Rosemary For.syrheond Katherine Ross co-star.

:i

....,
"'
~

~

Nov.30
In this gripping role, Robert
Redford is on ex-soldier who deserrs civilization in the 1830s and
. learns how to survive in the Rocky
Mountain wilderness.
'

The Living Desert
Dec. 1
., The Academy Award winning true·life adventure
which examines the blazing tapestry of the American
high desert, A great wildlife spectacle.

;;::
*Twa priests take an a soldier of Saran
himself as it possesses the body of a young
gi~. A graphic and horrifying film thor is os
effective now os it was when it arrested the
imagination of the entire counrry upon its
release in the mid '70s. Starring linda Illair
and lee J. Cobb.

'MWAM PETER BlATTY'S

THE

EXORCIST

The Party
Nov.4
Perer Sellers or his slopsricktesr. Clausseau-ish best.
This rime !he seTTing is the superciliousness and affluence
of a Hollywood parry.
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100% hand-crafted cotton futons
Bright Future Futon Comparw
•

English Band Sounds Alarm During First U."S. Tour
The band spent about 18 months
on the road in the United Kingdom,
playing to sell-out audiences, before
they signed with International Record Syndicate and released two
more singles, "Marching On" an
"The Stand." ''LR,S, had faith in
the Alarm." Sharp said.
The group is finally working on
their first album but • 'before we put
an album out, we want to have played everywhere at least once so
everyone will know who the Alarm
is," Sharp said. "We're prepared to
take things at a nice, slow pac~.

By Johanna King
Establishing themselves as a good
band and getting a loyal following
al'e the goals of the England-based
rock group the Alarm, which will be
at Isleta Lakes for 94 Rock's. LHbor
Day Blow-out.
The Alarm was fanned about two
years ago in north Wales, but has
been in the making much longer than
that, according to lead guitnrist
Dave Sharp.
In a telephone i ntcrvicw. Sharp
said the group has had more than 25
members at one time or another, but
finally fell together when the four
prc;cnt members developed just the
right sound and image needed to create a successful band.
Even before Sharp, Mike Peters.
Eddie M<lcDonald and Nigel Twist
formed the Alarm, however, they
opened up their own weekend disco
"by young people for young
people."
But when an ill-booked punk
band pcrfonned there and tore up the
place, the four young men decided it
was time to start making their own

"What we want to do with this
album. which is about one forth
done, is make sure that each track is
great," he added.
The Alarm's music has been compared to that of Bob Dylan and the
Clash. Sharp said the band is honored to be compared to such big
names, but he said he feels they have
an original sound.
Sharp said that the group basically
tries to write good songs. "Our
music comes from what we believe
in - i t comes from the heart."

•.
,...__

-

music,
The band members have been
friends since they were 15 years old
and Sharp said the "strength of the
band comes from the fact that we've
been such good friends."
After scraping together enough
money from playing local gigs in
England, the Alarm released their
first single, "Unsafe Building,"
and sold all two thousand copies
pressed.
The single went to record companics throughout England and soon
got bookings for the group - opening for such bands as the Jam, the
Beat, Boomtown Rats, Stiff Little

The Alarm: (from left} Dave Sharp, Eddie MacDonald, Nigel Twist, Mike Peters.
Fingers and eventually the popular
new-wave group U2.
It was the U2 tour that brought the
Alarm to the United States for the
first time a few months ago. The U2
gig took them to San Francisco,
through the Midwest, to Florida and
finally to Los Angeles.
"We were completely unknown
when Wc first came here," Sharp
recalled. "We played for people
who had no idea who the Alanrn

was_,,

Sharp said he feels the tour was a
good experience for the band. "We
got an honest reaction with an honest
reception and we're beginning to get
a real following." He said this is
important because the band plans
"to be around for a long time."
The group began its tour in San
Franscisco a few days ago and received "one hell of a good reception," Sharp said.
"On this tour, we can play all the
songs we have," he added. "There

is definitely no shortage of material
and our time isn't limited as it was
when we we're opening for U2."
The band has included New Mexico on their tour and the outside con•
cert to be held Monday will be "a bit
of a first" for them. But touring and
live performances are not."
"Basically, we're a JiVe band,"
said Sharp. "We're taking time out
to play everywhere and establish
roots. Live gigs arc a basis for
bands."

SCHOLAR

MEETING
TONIGHT
6:30pm
Honors Center Lounge
Humanities Building

Birthday And Gift Boxes
Mailed Anywhere
Fudge Made Fresh Daily
(Free Samples)
2318 Central SE

255-8275
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Six years ago, there was no literary magazine at the University of
New Mexico after the former literary magazine, The Thunderbird,
had buried itself in a heap of inconsistencies in 1974
A group of "literary". students,
led by Leslie Donovan and Gail
Krueger, recognized this artistic
void.
''We decided that there was a
genuine need to publish student
work in creative writing,'' Donovan
said.
These two students, supplemented by a contributing group,
eventually came to the conclusion
that an arts/literary magazine was
the answer. And thus Conceptions
Southwest was born.

I have lain awak11 011 nights
of every seaso11.
\ I c.ould tell you so much sadder,
f tha11 winter dark,
· 1 wlle11 11igllt seems fragile,
. 1 thi11 ice breakable.
1

r

l

From "I Have Lain Awake"
by Karen Klcttcr

Conceptions Southwest
Spring, 1981

{

j

II

Besides understanding the need
for a student literary outlet. Donovan and .her associates wanted to tap
into student art productions.
Hence, in Conceptions' first
issue, which appeared in the spring
of 1978, space in the magazine was
equally divided between works of
liletalurc nnd reproductions of student. art, which ran the gamut from
sculpture :md pottery to lithographs
and oils.
The first edition of Conceptions,
Donovan said, established the
anthology's diversity in presenting
student creativity.
But by spring of 1980, it was decided that in order to keep up with
new genres of student art, changes
had to be made.
The editor of that year's issue,
Robert Masterson, believed the key
to maintaining "Conceptions' image of diversity" was to provide an
outlet for the mediums of dance,
theater, film and video.
So, the Conceptions performance
series began. However, it wasn't until 1981 the series became "full-

scale.''
oar pltmet is 110 enigma
it ploughs the sky.

University Skills
Center
3rd Floor, Zimmerman Librat·y 277-4560
The following is a correction of
the Skills Center advertisement which
Ran in the August 29 Daily Lobo.

English Workshops
• Nomination of new officers
• Fall activities announced

Topic 1 Times
Mon 11-12
Tue 1-2
Wed 3-4
Tlmr 12-1

Topic 1
Pbrases/Clauses/FragnJenfs
(weeks of Aug. 29 & Sept. 6)
Agreement • Subject/Verb & Pronowl
(weeks of Sctlt. 12 & Sept. 19)

ALL MEMBERS PLEASE ATIEND

Topic 2 Times
Tues 11-12
Wed 12·1
Fri 11-12

'foJiic 2
Developing Thesis Idea/Gathering Support
(we~ks of Aug. 29 & ScJII• 6)
Orgallizing the Essay
(weeks of SCJit. 12 & Sept. 19)

For further information call
Vince Boca at 277-5528

I

just happen with the Alarm."

COMPANY

(Across from Popejoy}

I

i

Sharp said he believes the band

CIDI
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will be ready for anything. ''Things

CRYSTAL RIVER

Students Do Not Need 'fi1 Sign Up In A<lv,tncc
For the Study Groups or Workshops

From "Slight forces cause this"
by Robert Hake

C011ceptions Southwest
Spring, 1982
Since its introduction, many feel
the magazine has accomplished
what it set out to do: provide a concise and varied representation of stu-

dents' creative efforts, in as many
fields as possible.
By just skimming a few issues,
the varied artistic traditions, attitudes and influences of University
students become obvious.

In the spring I 979 issue, the
sparse realism and imagery of Elizabeth A. Lauren's poem "The New
Mexico School for the Deaf Outside" is paired with the surrealism
and experimental line breaks .and
rhythm of Douglas Lowell's "The
Day After Georgia O'Keefe's Nineti.eth Birthday."
Vol. 3 contains the work of Luci
Tapahanso. A New Mexico native,
Tapahanso recently made the jump
from Conceptions to her own books
of poetry, including Riding the One-

Eyed Ford.

also one year."
When this process is complete,
and the list of applicants is narrowed
down, it is presented to the publications board for final approval.
Once the editor is chosen, he or
she works with arts,. literary, and
production commitees to determine .
the structure, tone and overall diversity of the final product, which is
available .each spring.

Hands smaller tlla11 rain
press back fragile curls
Curls that take o11e flour to erect
like careful monuments
Each moming
her shadow slips sleepy toward
the dresser
a11d waits
while she paints careful America
like bluegreen rainbows
over her eyes

Besides serving as a testing
ground for the works of soon-to-be
published writers, as in Tapahanso's From ''Morning''
case, the five volumes also provide by Elizabeth Cohen
visual art varying from Davie! Heil's . Conceptions Somhwest
lithograph "Molecular Motion" (in Spring, 1981
Vol. 5), to the more immediately
comprehendible bronze relief "The
Artist's McdIll" by Paul Sultmah,
which appeared in Conceptions'
second volume.
·
Film, dance and music spotlight
the most recent issue of the magazine. Innovative music, supplied by
Craig Willis, Dwight Loop, and
Dane Hammond, collectively
known as Zeta Reticula, as well as
short films by nine different artists,
helped enhance the "image of diversity" the magazine's founders
intended to create.

NOIFS,
ANDS
OR..

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

!BOB lAS lOMAS. NE
ALBUQUEAOUE. NEW MEXICO 87131
TELEPHONE: 505 277·~946

The International Center is pleased to present
nan-credit language classes taught by native
speakers in the relaxed atmosphere of the
Center.
Persian: Monsoor Motaghed, formerly of the Institute of

Foreign ~onguages In Tehran and author of forthcoming
boal~ an Persian language teaching.
Tuesdays, 4 - 6p.m. Introductory lesson Sept. 6.
Hebrew: Avi Fuerst, native speoher who has taught conversational Hebrew In Albuquerque for several years.
Thursdays, 7 • 9 pm. Introductory lesson Sept. 8.
Spanish: Encorno Abello, native of Argentino who has
taught Spanish at UNM and Freedom University.
Tuesdays, 7 - 9 pm. Introductory lesson Sept. 8.
Arabic: Mohamed Ali, native of Egypt and UNM graduate
student who has taught Arabic at UNM and in private schools
around New Mexico.
Thursdays, 7 - 9 pm. Introductory lesson Sept. 8.
Swedish: Mario Eril~ssan, recently arrived from Sweden
where she warl~ed as a language teacher.
Fridays, 4- 6pm. Introductory lesson Sept. 9.
Esperanto (the International language): Derel~ Raft,
graduate of the Esperanto Institute, San Francisco State University and president afthe Intermountain Esperanto Association.
Wednesday, 6 - 8pm. Introductory lesson Sept. 7.

Register at the lnternotionol Center from 1 0 am
to 3 pm or simply attend the introductory lesson,
free of obligation.

Ai·11:1H*ii117DIIt·11/llaiFJkiiiiOI:uwe:wllu
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Richard Porter,untitled,
1982, silver print
The tastes of the magazine's editors, and hence the contents of the
magazine and their diversity,
changes from year to year as the
entire staff changes, explained
Donovan.
"Each year," she said, "the Student Publications Board puts up a
notice fot applications for editor.
"Once received, the applications
are revie'Yed by an advisory board
consisting of five members, usually
professors, from the areas of art,
literature and publications. The
terms of advisory board members is

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology
is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
· eczema and psoriasis.
Patients shanld be between
.
the age o/12 and 75.
For more information, please call 277·6770
between the hours af9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

* l<'DA l'egulations lll'o~ibit f~mnl~s of child-hearing potential to

..

cottage lndi.rslrr •

Magazine Attempts To Provide Outlet
For Students' Art, Literary Endeavors LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Rudy Carrillo

Johnny Waller of Sounds magazine described the band's sound as
"plugging into the electric current
with a fervor born of passion. Their
weapons arc acoustic guitars and
they attack the audience's .sensibility
with wit and vitality."

He added, "The Alarm is something we believe in l 00 percent.
We're totally committed. We believe in the people who listen to our
band."

~

2424 Garfield Avenue .SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
t5D51 ~6B-9Taa
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ASK FOR IT
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS SQUTHWEST • S
UNM BOOKSTORE • AMAPOLA GALLERY • PINON TREE GAL
LERY • MARIPOSA GALLERY • KOKOPELLI GALLERY • GAL
LERY OF THE DAWN • SALT OF THE EARTH BOOKSTORE • FU
LL CIRCLE BOOKS • LIVING BATCH BOOKSTORE • CASA DE C
OLORES • YUCCA GALLERY • GALLERY DEL SOL• EMERAL
D MOON VINTAGE CLOTHING I LOS LLANOS BOOKS IN SANTA FE
• WEYRICH GALLERY • NICHOLAS POTIER BOOKStLLER •
FIRST EDITION • 21st CENTURY FOX • THE VILLAGRA BOOKSH
OP • MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO • SCHARF GALLEIES • LIN
DA DURHAM GALLERY• ALL IN SANTA FE • CRAZY HORSE G
LLERY • HIPPO ICE CREAM • THE ARTISAN/SANTA FE • A
ND SOHO ZAT IN NEW YORK NEW YORK • THE FRAMERY • AS
A GALLERY • AND 1'31 MARRON HALL ON THE UNM CAMPUS •
IT'S EXPENSIVE • ARTISliC • LITERATE • YOURS • MINE
• AVAILABLE TO ONE AND ALL • BUY IT NOW •
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST • CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST •

BUY IT.
o>Aaaxae.A-.I.III.·~.&A.....II.l.JJ.M..i.A.I.II..n
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Page 10, New Mexico Daily Lobo, August 3l, 1983

Page II, New Mexico Daily Lobo, August 31, 1983

Sports
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UNM Trailblazers

Sports

First meeting of the year
will be
Wednesday, August 31
in the Alumni Office

1C
1C
1C

McEnroe Fined, Barely Escapes Upset in U.S. Open
NEW YORK (UPI) ·- Top seed
John McEnroe faced both elimination and suspension Tuesday before
managing to pull out a five-set
squeaker over Trey Waltke in an
opening-round match of the U.S.
Open Tennis Championships.
The temperamental New Yorker
finally took charge in the fourth set,
winning eight games in a row en

We may not be the fastest
But we're the best!

~

"Where quality comes first"

1e on North UNM

Takeout

i( Lomas at Yale

842·1192
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Black Student Union

ELECTIONS
to be held

FPJDAY, SEPT. 2
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Afro-American Center
1819 Roma NE
For more information call
the BSU at 277·4965 or 277-5644

(Ff)- Refundable

.
•
forfeit fef! o£_$10,00 due at the meeting also..

GETAWAY/SPECIAL EVENTS
Balloon (:llnic. Tal!•d•Y- Sl!ptl!•lter 6. 1983

Would you like to let~ni more about the art of ballooning? Attend a free
Balloon Cli11ICt Spo11:sored by _the UNM Getaway Program, on T.u'!s.•
September 6 ni 4:00 p.m. hi Room 124 In Johnson Gym. Dr. Millon
GaneU will giVe instructions for being a chase crew member and a
demonstralion will be given (weaiher perm!Hing) bythl:! pilots oft he Lobo
8ailoon ()D technfqi.II:!S for handling hot-air balloons. Pattfclpants in the
dlnfc tan 11pply ro become chase crew members for the Albuquerque
fntermdlonaJ Balloon Fiesta, to be held Octobt!t 1•9, l983. Bring a frleild

and join lnl
Santa Fe flei.tao f'rldav. September 9.1983
Don't misS the fun and exdtemenl of the annual Santa Fe Fiesta and
the burning ofZozobra, old man gloom! A tremendous fireworks display.
music, arts and craks booths, and (ood boolfls are Included In the (estlviifes!The UNM Getau.:av Program Is sponsoring a bus lrfp to the Flesia on
Friday, September 9, 1983. The bus wlllleai.'e Albuquerque ai 3:00 p.m.
and return _later thai evening. Sign up In the leisure Services Office.
Room 230 In ,Johnson Gym by 5:00p.m. on Wednesday, September 7,
1983. $4.00 per person. Limited spaceg available, so_ regisier early!
1..ee Spring TraU Hike, Sep•e•lln 10, 1983
Enjoy· the beauUful Ctlroli'l National Forest on this slx.·mlle hike alOng
the Tree: Spring Trail bn Saturday1 Septmebet tO. 1983, Parlldpants 111
the hike will b.! mtt!tln!Jon the south sfde of Johns~;~n Gym at 8:00 a.m.to
carpool to the iriltlhead. A knowledgeable guide from the National Forest
Strvlce will be leading the hike, Register In the Lefsurl!' Services office.
Room 230 In· Johsnon· Gym by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, September_ 8,
1983.. $2,00 per -person, Volunteers are· Meded to drliJe, drlu~r' Will be
reimbursed for' gas. Sign up soon, limited spaces are available!.
OUTDOOR RECREAnONAL HHOP HOURS

Students, (acuity ahd stan' _mav rent oUtdoor recreation equipment
fnclr.idlng tenb, skis, _badtpacks and sleeping bags at the Outdotir Re·
Crelil:lon Shop located In the NW COtner otJohnson Gym. This Sftnestetfs
Outdoor Sbop HourS are:
Monday

9:00am~ 1:30pm
5:00pm • 6:00pm

Tues. • Thurs.

11:30em .. 1:30pin

Friday

I1:30am • 6:00pm

Saturda~

Sunday
A valid Fall 1983 UNM J.D. must bo

1
Ill

ll
I

pr.....tod

11:301irl1"' 3~00pin
l2::00pm·. 3:00pm
In order to chd out.,

By Jim Wiesen
Leisure Services will be offering a
wide variety of activities for the phy-

AEROBIC DANCE CLASSES
Sepie'mber 12-· December 2.198_3

Sl!ln·ups (or Fall Aerobic Dance Classes begln WedneSda1h Sept~mber7
81 li:OO a.m. In the leisure Serv:lct!s Office, Room 2.lD Johnson Gym.
Session I
Tues. & Thurs.
7:00am· 8:00am
Session U
Mon .• Wed., Fri.
7:00am .. 8:00am
Session IIi
Tues. & Thurs.
12:15pm .. 1:15pm
Session IV
Mon., Wed., Fri.
12:00pm .. 1:00pm
Toes. & Thurs.
5:00pm • 6:00pm
Session V
'SeMion VI
M;on •• Wed,. Fri..
s~OOpm -6;00pm
Reglsirailon fees are$10.00 for all M()n., Wed., & Fri. class~!!:, and $7.00
lttr all Tues. & Thurs. classes.
OPEN RECREATION HOURS

.lOHNSON GYM

Monday • Friday:

OLVMPIC POOL

Sahirday
Sundav
Mor.day .. Friday-

12:00pm. 1:00pm
3:15pm • 9:l_Spm
J 1:00am .. 5:00pm
12:00pm • 5:00pm
7:00am - 3:30 pm II·
mlted to
sltJdents, faculty- &

walk, chin ups and a sit up board,
The parcourse finishes up with
several cool down stations.
The course will be set up north of
Johrison Gymnasium.
Sign-up deadline for the track
meet is Sept. 2 I for the Sept. 24
competiion to be held at University
Stadium.
Gutierrez is hoping for a big tumout this year, which would be 20 or
more participants. Competition
riJnges from sprints to the softball
throw.
Raquetball competition will be
Mondays and Wednesdays on a reservation basis.
Basketball for the special populations is Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Sundays
from 9 p~m. to l2 p.m. Ali basketball games will be played at Carlisle
Gymnasium.
Volleyball competition is mainly
geared for the .deaf, said Gutierrez.
Garnes will be played every Monday
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Carlisle
Gym. Gutierrez said an interpreter is
available to help assist individuals
with equipment and rules clarification.

Kessel Meets Bridesmaid
In Opener Against ASU

5:30pm • 9:00pm for

gue_sfstoO
l 1:00am • 4:45ptrl
J2:00pm- 4:45prn

Saturday &. Sunday Is open to all studcmts-. faculty, and staf( omd their
families and {iuestli.
VALID UNM J.D. CARDS MUST BE PRESENTED TO OSE AIL HE·
CREATIONAL FACILITIESil

By Earl Jones

INIJIAMVRALS CHANGES NAME tO LEISIJRE SERVICES

The UNM Intramural and Campusllc!creatlon Prog'rain h12! thahged its
title to the UNM l.elsu•• Services P•oar•m. Tho ....on lor this thl•
~harige,can_be contributed to the expanded number ofnon·com.,ettetveadlvilies which our program now offers t6 UNM studeiils,. faeulty and
sfollas w.U •• mombon of the Unl•e.•l!y community, It Is ldt that by
t:hanglngthe·_pr6gram•sna.me to Leisure SerVICes It will enabte partlcl·
panlti to better tdentl(y the program Yllth the: services we provide whllt at
the Sl'lme ilmf! equally emphilsll:h\g "both ct:unpeiltlve .and t':Jo_n·
oompditlve l!ldlriities.ln no way wiU the ltNices offered by our program
change due to this change In-title.
··Follow the Leisure SeM«:i_'bOu_neing ball durln!i the Utah VI. UNM
FDOObaU gome Septembtr.3. 1983 during half-time.

iiilliiiit. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Free 8 oz. glass of

sically handicapped this scmeter,
Tim Gutierrez, Leisure Services
assistant coordinator, said, "The
special populations (physically
handicapped) are able to use the recreation facilities during regular
hours. But we have set other hours
aside to assist the special populations,''
The Olympic Pool is open to the
special populations on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. and on§aturdaysfrom noon to
I p.m., Gutierrez said.
Gutierrez said the lifeguard staff
is trained to tranfer wheelchair individuals in and out ofthe pool and has
also been trained to assist the deaf
and blind.
Raquetball, basketball, table tennis, volleyball, a track meet and free
throw contest are the events scheduled for this semester, Gutierrez
said.
• A parcourse for those in wheelchairs will be functional in about
two months, Gutierrez said. The
course, designed to enhance
strength, flexibility and wheelchair
control, is a 16 station course.
Exercises include stretching, arm

5taff oniY··lanes
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Sunday
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For volleyball Coach Laurel Kessel, -Friday's season opener against
Arizona State will be more than just

an Opening·'gaM._e. lt wiil be a reunion
,
With OfiC Of her brtdCSmaids, the

opposing C03Ch,
bb
fi · d. f.·
De ie Brown, a dOSe nen- 0
Kessel's and the head coach at Ari-

1 zonaState,wasabridesmaidinKes~el's wedding,

I

Brown and Kessel were both
membersofthet9sooJympicVotleybaUTeam. Kessel said she and
Brown have been closefn.'ends si.nce
meetinginl974attheWorldCharnpionships. They were both members
of a young World Championship
Team that year and Kessel still recalls how they were "slaughtered"
early in the competition,
The two coaches have something

I1
·
I
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
.
1
($1.30 or more)
.
. .
$.65 value
coupon good thru 9·7-83
.
.
.. . . I .
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By United Press International
An illness has forced a change
in opponents, but former
heavyweight boxer Jerry Quarry
will return to the ring Wednesday
night in Albuquerque for the first
time in six years.
Quarry, fighting in the cruiserweight division,. will meet Lupe
Guerra of Omaha. Guerra says he ·
has a record of 28-8-2. Guerra
was picked as a last-minute substitute for Guy "The Rock"
Casale, who developed the flu in
training camp.
Guerra, who won a fight in

Denver last weekend, said Tuesday he knows "Quarry is pointing for this comeback as a
cruiserweight, but I feel positive
about my future in the division,
too, I can win the cruiserweight
title, just like Quarry says he

can._''
The 38-year-old Quarry has
said he is returning to the ring
because he believes he is more
suited to the new weight class
than he was to the heavyweight
division.

"A guy like that comes out just to
bother me." McEnroe also was
fined $500 for abuse of official and
$350 for ball abuse.
As for the 3-hour and 10-minute
struggle against Waltke on a hot and
humid afternoon, McEnroe said, ''I
didn't expect to go five sets. He
plays well against me and obviously
he doesn't have much to Jose. I don't
feel I moved that well at all, and I'm
glad I got through the match, I won't
win the tournament if I keep playing
like that,"

theyarebothin

their first year as head coaches and
Friday's game is the season opener
for both of them.
"We have a dinner bet on the
match ~ whoever loses has to pay.
It should be a pretty even match;
neither one of us has a clue as to the
other team's ability," Kessel said.
Kessel said she isn't much of a
gambler but thinks her team has a
good chance of winning.
The starting lineup for the Lobos
will include seniors Becky Lucht,
Terri Nielson, Kim Hicks and Shan·
non Vessup, along with sophomore
JoAnne O'Connell and freshman
Jocelyn Funk. Kessel said Vessup
will probably be sharing her playing
time with freshman Jeannine
Fenske.
After the openet Oh Friday' the
team will travel to Tucson for a
match on Saturday against the Uni·
versity of Arizona. .

on his opponent's serve and, af!er
yielding a 4-1 lead in the third set, he
captured the tie-bre~ker, 7-4,
"This was the last chance for me
in a major and I came in confident,''
said the 23-year-old left-hander. "I
thought as soon as I drew him
(Clerc) I should win the match. This
is a good surface for me and I was
just very confident."
Vitas Gerulaitis, the 15th seed,
almost duplicated his dubious feat of
last year when. he was knocked out in
the opening round, but this time he
recovered from three set points in
.the fourth set to overcome Marcos
Hocevar of Brazil, 3-6, 3-6, 6-3,
7-5, 6-4.

Guillermo Vilas of Argentina, the
sixth seed, was an easy 6-2, 6-2, 6-2
victor over Eddie Edwards, and also
advancing to the.s.econd round were
ninth seed Jimmy Arias, No. 1 I
Gene Mayer, No. 14 Eliot Teltscher
and No. I 6 Bill Scanlon.
The on! y women's seed to lose
Not so fortunate as McEnroe was
eighth seed Jose .Luis Clerc, who fell was No. 15 Virginia Ruzici of
Romania, a 6~3. 6-3 victim of
to Tim Wilkison, 6-2, 6-3, 7-6.
France's Catherine Tanvier.
Although a first~round loser in his
However, in a surprise announceprevious five tournaments, Wilki- ment, two-time Open champion
son recklessly attacked the net even Tracy Austin, seeded fourth, with-

drew. Austin is bothered by a stress
fracture of a rib, affecting muscles in
her back, and hasn't played since
Eastboume, England, two months
ago.
Andrea Jaeger, the third seed,
swept the first 10 games and required only 47 minutes to rout Betsy
Nagelsen, 6-0, 6-2, and also winning were No. 7 Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany, No. 8 Hana Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia and No. 16
Kathy Jordan.

Student Tickets
Available Today
Student tickets for Saturday's
New Mexico-Utah football game
will be available today in the main
lobby of the Student Union
Building.
Kickoff for the season-opening
Western Athletic Conference battle
is set for 7 p.m. at University Stadium.
Students need only a current
UNM identification card with a
validation sticker to pick up their
tickets.

An Open Letter to the Government of Iran:

Service Offers Activity Variety

Room 230. Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151
G)'m.

Quarry To Fight Guerra

Nationally competing University cheerleaders: {front) Angela Moraya (from left) Mona
Dobbs, Vicki Clopton, Kathy Schaebery, Margaret Novak, Bernice Estrada, Terri Frame/, Lisa
Pfannenstiel, Yueke Baca .and Joy Tucker.

~~Wl~~v.~
m
~---Leisure Services Scoreboard
NEN'S AND WOMEN'S EVENTS•M•nager/P•rtldpant Meeting
Flag Football
Wednesday, August Jl, 1983
•All Men's, Wornen~!li and Co·Ree entries are due at the MANDAtORY
Manageriparddpatll meetfngs held n.t 4: IS p.m. In Room i54 of Johruon

route to a 6-3, 5·7, 4-6, 6-0, 6-l , period is subject to an automatic 2 I.
triumph.
d~y suspension.
In the process, McEnroe was
The most serious offense was a
fined a total of $1 ,850 for three $1,000 fine for spectator abuse,
different offenses, bringing his occurring when McEnro.e threw
cumulative fine total for the last 12 sawdust at a fan who was taunting
months to $7,300. According to him. "The guy was egging me on
Grand Prix regulations, any player and I don't like. people when they
reaching a cumulative total of egg me on," McEnroe said of the
$7,500 in fines during a one-year incident.

We, as specialists in Iranian and Islamic studies, .protest the hanging
of 16 Baha'is, including seven women and three teen-age girls, by the authorities
of the Islamic Republic of Iran in the city c.>f Shiraz on June 16 and 18, 1983.
The Iranian Baha'is have repeatedly expressed and demonstrated their loyalty to Iran.
Nevertheless, they have been systematically persecuted for the mere fact
that they adhere to a religion other than Islam. Such persecution and these cruel
and unjust executions seem to us a contradiction of all that is best in the traditions
of Islam and the Iranian people.

I

I

iI,
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I
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When

you break
your glasses
300~niles

from home.,
trust Pearle.
You never know whafs down the rood.
But chances ore there's a Pearle Vision
Center nearby.
.
. .
So when you need emergency servrce,
you can get your glasses fixed fast. Either
frames or lenses.
And you con get them fixed free If you
bought them at any Pearle Vision Center
during the past year.
Which con turn a bad break into a
good break.

PEARLE
VISIOn center

A SEARLE COMPANY

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
4300 Central Ave. SE
268-2008

West Central Plaza
4410A Central Ave. ~
831·5326

Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul BlVd. NE
883-0077
' 1¢83 Seati~Op11Catlnc

I

Ervand Abrahamian, Baruch College, CUNY
Charles J .. Adams, McGill University
Fouad Ajami, Johns Hopkins University
Mchrdad Amanar, UCLA
Nazib AJuhi, UCLA
Guity Azarpa)·, UC Berkeley
Jere L. Hachrac:•, University ~1f Washingron
Amin Hanani, UCLA
Ali Banuazizi, Boston College
I raj Bashiri, University of ~1inne,ota
Clku Hates, Hunter College, CUNY

I Andras Bodrogligeti,

La~HCnce \"'.-Derman, Stanford L~ni\cr\lty

CCLA

~

Gerhard U.owcring.

i

Peter Brown. L'C llcrkelc}
Richard W. Hullici, Columbia L:ni,er>it>
Jerome Clinton, Princeton Univef\ity
Richard Cottam, L:niver;ity of Pittsburgh
Kenneth Cuno, UCLA
Eric Da~·is, Rutgers Universit~
Peter Duignan. Stanford Unl\ersity
Richard Earon, Universit} of Anzona
Daniel Elrort, Unh·ersiry of Hawaii
Ainslec Embree, Columbia University
Asghar Fatbi, University of Calgary
Adele K. Fcrdows, University of Louisville
Michael Fischer, Rice University
Joseph Fletcher, Harvard University
Richard Frank, Catholic University of America
Richard N. •·rye, Harvard University
Gene Garthwaite, Dartmouth College
Raymond D. daslil, Freedom House
Clifford deertz, Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton
S.D. Goitein, Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton
Arthur E. Goldschmidt, Pennsylvania State
University
l.enn E. Goildman, University of Hawaii
Oleg Grabar, Harvard University
Peter Gran, Temple University
Robert L. Gulick Jr., American Graduate School
of International Mamigement
Gerry A. llale, UCLA
Andras Hamori, Princeton University
William Hanaway, University of Pennsylvania
John Hayes, UCLA

I
I

'•

II
1

'
1

l
1

Unher~ity

of Penrtsylvania

Nicholas Heer, University of Washington
Renata Holod, University of Pennsylvania
George Hourarti, SUNY at Buffalo
Richard Hovannisian, UCLA
Stephen Humphreys, Uni\•ersity of Wisconsin
Charles lssawi, Princeton University

Noury S. Al·Khaledy, Portland State University
Edward Kennan, Harvard University
Jcan-Luc Krawczyk, UCLA
Carla Klausner, University of Missouri
Jame> Krirzek, Unhersit)" of Urah
George Lenczowski, UC Berkeley
Michael Loraine, Univenity of Washington
Allin Lutber. Univer;ity of Michigan
Jalil Mahmoudi. UniversitY of Utah
George Makdisi, Universit]" of Pennsyll·ania
Afar Lulfi-:11-Sanid Marso!, UCLA
Br-4dford Martin, Indiana Unh·ersity
Brinkley Mc... id:, Prirlceton Univcrsit)•
Heshmat Moanad, University of Chicago
James Monroe, UC Berkeley
Michael Moron)', UCLA
Khosrow Mostofi, University of Utah
Roy P. Mollahedch, Princeton University
GuitY Nashat, University of Illinois
Pierre Oberling, Hunter College, CUNY
!
Daniel Pipes, Harvard University
.
David Powers, Corneli University
j
Fazlur Rahman, University of Chicago
i
Rouhollah K. Ramazani, University of Virginia I
Amat Rassam, Queens College, CUNY
I
Nosratoilah Rassekh, Lewis and Clark College
Nadav Safran, Harvard University
Stanford J .• ShaW, UCLA
Fndla Shehad, Rutgers University
J.l. Smith, Harvard University
John Mason Smith, UC Berkeley
Girdhari Lal Tikku, University of Illinois
Sherry Vatter, UCLA
Speros Vryonis Jr., UCLA
Wayne S, Vucinich, Stanford University
G.M. Wickens, University of Toronto
William \' oulig, UCLA
William 1. Zartman, Johns Hopkins University
Farhat Ziadeh, University of Washington
Marvin Zonls, University of Chicago

I

The Bahai Student Association of UNM invites you to attend a Public
Meeting Wednesday, Aug. 31 at 7pm SUB R.n. 231 D & E
Bahai Student Association

•
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Lps Noticias
YOU WANNA llANCE7 llallroom Dance Club
meets Friday 7:30·9:30 In the SU!l. We leach
workshops in Western, nightclub und ballroom. 912
GAY ANI) LESBIAN Stud.ent Union will have
countrY-western an<! square dancing Sept. 6. SUB
231 A-C. 7:30p.m.
9/2
PRf:Smt:NTJAJ, SCHOLARS: COME to the first
PS Club meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.w. lh the
Honors Center, We will. be nomj,,a(ingofricersl.
8/31
I'OIJO; IN PHOENIX Sept. 8. Bus, party and
concert. More details, call Big River 256-1777 or
ASUNM PEC277-5602.
9/2
UNM COLLEGE 111\PUBLICANS will have our first
meeting of the year this Wednesday, August 31, m
7:30. l~oom 230 suB.
9/2
WOMEN'S CITY SOCCER- three divisions. We
have a team for youl 265-1470, Please keep trYing.
9/8
1983·84 STUDENT DlnECTORY deletion deadline
Friday, September 2, at the Student Activities Center,
Room 106, NM Union Building. 277-4706.
9/2
UNM TRAil-BLAZERS: IMPORTANT fim
meeting of the year will be in Alumni Office, Wed·
ne~day, August3l. at 6 p.m. Please be there.
B/31
U.S. OUT OF Centml America.
8/31
STI,JO~;Nl'
OJWANIZATION
ltECIIAR·
TERINGichnnering
deadline
- Wedllc$dny,
September 14. Check with Student Activities Center,
9/14
Room 106, NM Union. 277-4706.
CI,U01 MEETING? t:VENT? Advertise in Las
Not1cias, Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
department• Md OrEamtations.
tfn

Personals
Rl'STY .-'.. '<D RICO '~'ewr

lena and Louie
8/31
FAZ, HAPP) BJ:RTHD-'. Y. Yo~ finally made it to
u21 .. ~ 1 ~-;t¢< ~! r.~'e~; ::•:t-r.g forward to many

ror~; er

.. hapr~

i:;:':~~··

"·.~jo

.•:..

a;t~

tc. tomgbt! Love,

Paula
8131
MICIIEL£: TilE THREE : 1 ~; hadqu1tea summer!
Moonlhine.
8/31
l.rrrumn: 'rJIERf; ARE 5000 here to insure your
succc~l. Come to Melfi> tonight. Richard.
8/31

Food/Fun
I.E GOl'ltMt~r 1U>STALIUANT- fine food with
gc•<>d friends Ill Mfordnblc prices. 412 San Pedro SE.
266 9696.

917

A'J'rl('l'S- IIAIUl IU)CKIN' dance bund now
n'nilahle to r<lck liN I\! parties. Cnll242·7!02 or 2652360 for \let nils.
9/12
TIU: llfiXF.D IIA(;l Nuts. dried fruits, granolas,
dehydr~ted soups, snuck mixes, fudge, candies, carob
and yogurt covered raisins and nuts, and munch
m1>rc! 2210 Central SE, across from UNM. Open 9
L~L
W2
''FOOU/t'UN'' IS a place for announcements of
rcsuturants. parties, food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce YOIJT goodies and/Cir entertainment
today.
lfn

Services
IIAIIYSITriNCj IN MY hon!c. NearUNM. Have two
toddlers. Would like to care for one more. 262-0591.

917
VOI,VO REPAIR.
m:ASONABLE, reliable,
guaranteed. Call Mike McLean 242-4826.
8/31
VILlA IIAIII Dt:SIGNS Student Special: $10 cuts,
S2S bodywaves. New customers with valid t.O. Ask
f!lr Gene. By appt only. 255-3279,
9/2
QUICK, ACCURATE 'IYPING/charts/graphs in
my hCime. Call The Other OfOce 884-6564.
9130
UOUs•: NE•:n PAINTJN(;? Interiors and exteriors.
E~perienced painter. References available. Call
Victor, 277·5171, or Tony, 243-7058.
911
GUITAR J.t:SSONS, AU, styles. TWenty-two years
912
teaching, John Mltcheli26B•0496.
0\'ERWEIGifT? Nt:ED OVERWEIGfiTpeople for
no nll·natural program (Herbalife). Call255-9866 or

265-9529.

Grammar, spelling, confidentiality guaranteed. 292·
3431.
8/31
TY!'I$T; n:RM PM'ERS, resumes. 299-8970. 917
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Exact solo
copying, Improvisation, readln11 and theory, You
design your own program. Marc's OultarCenter, 143
Harvard SE. 265-3315.
trn
ACUI.EX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
lations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-318!,
12112
ACC!JRATJ:
INFORMATION AIIOUT con·
trnceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CONTAGfS·POUSHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
rrames, Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless, SS4.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819,
tfn

Housing
GRAO STUDENT DESIRES mature roommate to
share pleasant home in Monte Vista area. After 6
p.m. 256-3048.
912
}'f.MALE ROOMMATI:. $110 plus utilities.
Wyoming/Central. Two bdrm unfurnished. 294·
199~
8nl
HOUSING NEEDED URGENTLY by graduate
student with tWo fbced adult cats. 983-2604 afler 7

m

~~

l.UXURY N•;IGHBORHOOD. ROOM $125-175,
Private entrance, bath, kllchen, microwave,
washer/dryer. Academic scholarships uvallable. No
pets. 1429 Columbia NE. 255-22ZI, 265·5269.
9/6
ON£.81)RM EFFICIENCY near UNM. 4!0·A
ColumbiaSE, $185/mo plusg!e, 294-0438.
8/31
AI'ARTMF.NT·MATE; BF.AUTIFUL, two \ldrm,
two bath. Quiet non•$moking single or couple. 242·
7789.
9/6
liNMn'VI. TWO bdrm available. Lar~e 11arage,
much more. $200,262-1751.
9/2
MATURt: CHRISTIAN FEMAI.E graduate stud ern
01 p·ofessional: share two·bdrm house near campus.
$l75>Jius v, utilities. 268·7199.
9/2
WALK TO SCHOOl,. $125, Patio horne, newer
912
appliances/carpets. Call262·.1754,
FllRNJSIIEJ) Ef'HCIENCY IN my horne, Nice, NE
heights, all utilities, V. phone, Seven miles from
UNM. nikc path, bus nearby. Prefer science/math
major; grad student. Non-smoker, $210. References,
912
Terry, evenings 299-7710.
AI,L IIIII~'> PAID. Custom built patio home. $100,
Fur/Unf- Call Tim 262-1753.
912
STUUENT IIOUSING 1·2·3·4 bdrm house/apts. All
areas, si1,es, prices. $75 and up. Some bills paid. Call,
tell us what you nr.ed, 262·1751 O.H.
9/2
WANTED: FEMAl-E. ROOMMATE for house In
North Valiey. Professional man has foUr·bedroom
house with horses. Private bath, 898-4161 after 6.
Orad studem prererred,
8/31
STUDIO $220, EFFICIENCY SIBS. Furnished,
utilities paid. 842-6170.
9/9
THE CITAOEI,: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. nus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for .2
persons. all utilities paid, $175 ~ccurity deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6:00 In the
evening. 266-8392.
tfrt

bxcellent condition. $75. After 3 p.m. 299·3954. 917
ltP-34C, CARR\'IN(i CASt;, adaptor, aJI books.
Excellent condition. $75. Call Troy 277-3850 or 24~·
5401.
9/1
COMPUTER STUDENTS~ TIRED of fighting the
~rowds at ttre Computer Center? Get your terminals,
modems and micros at a discount. Call Thomas
Langrord Information Systems at842-9438,
917
LARGE ~QUARIUM, SKI rack, whirlpool bath,
Bose901's. Details 262·0772.
8/31
SMITH-CORONA ELECTRIC typewriter, like new
$80. Manual typewriter $20, TI·S5 calculator SIO.
AGSM te~ts cheap. Call Jaime 881-2453 evenings,
8/31
1973 HONDA SL-125. New tires, runs great, $300,
247-3668 days only.
912
PENTAX SPOTMATIC F1,4 with 135mm f2.8
$200, Rolleicord F3,5 $1$0. Rolleinc" F3.5 $175. No
.
8/31
personal checks, 883-6281 9·5.
1919 DATSUN 310, FWD, A/C, silver, $3400. 299·
5536 afternoons/ evenings.
9/1
RANilALL KICK WHEEL. Good condition. $200.
268-1285.
9/6
'72 VW FASTBACK, Body o.k., interior fine, great
radials, shot engine. $700, 266-8574.
9/6
FF.NCING t:QUIPMENT: FOIL, mask, glove,
woman's full vest. Such a deal. 842-0813 after 6 p.m.
S/31
SELLING NEW CENTURION 10-speed bike,
aut<;>matlc l)attery charger, comfy down sleeping !)ag.
Bargaht prices, 296-1794,
9/2
KAWASAKI K7.200, EXCELLENT condition. 70
mpg. $600 or best offer. 299·2373, 881·1904.
912
ROSSIGNOl; PRIMA 160 skis, hcok OT bindings,
Munari boots. $130. 277-2686.
8/31
23" MOTOBECANE· CUSTOM components. $300,
9/2
884·1880,
'70 VW VAN. Very good c.ondition, rebuilt engine,
many pans replaced, SB radials, new upholstery,
luggage rack. $1750, 345-5280. Call now!,
912
1970 REO CAMARO Rally Spon $1800. 892·7071,
Rio Rancho.
9/2
LOTSA INEXPENSIVE USED furniture. Beaver
Furniture, Yale and Stadium, 842-6421.
9/2
78 FIESTA. ONE owner. Air, FM/cassette, cloth,
scats, tinted, other options. Greg 255·263$. $2200.
8/31
1981 HONDA HAWK, Excellent condition, under
7000 rniles.$1000, 344·9853.
8/31

EXPERIENCED
HOUSEKEEPER/COOK.
$4/hour, 28 hours/week. Call298-7799,
9/2
JAN!TORIAL/Sf;CURI'fY GUARDS needecl full/parl•tlme. Will train. Call Ed 262-1753, GS,
9/2
WANJ'ED; WORK·STUDY qualified individual for
orfice/bookkeeplng position with the Daily Lobo.
Ability to w<;>rk in fast-pactd environmept essential,
Apply al131 Marron Hall. Ask for Maryann.
9/2
DRIVERS/DELIVERY, ALL areas, payscales, part·
or full-time, Caii262·17S.l OS.
9/2
PART•TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years 0ld. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights, Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway l.iquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Loma.1 NE.
9/16

Employment
u: MARMITON NOW accepting applications for
part. time busboy. Some experience needed. 821-6279,
9/1
TWO JOBS: Pf:RMANENT, pan-time and tern·
porary for Stat~ Fair Sl:eeplterder's Cafe. 26S·
5262/10 a.m.·2 p.m.
9/1
CLERICAL POSITION: TYPING required. Full~
time. Some college preferred, Five minutes from
UNM. 265·1117.
8/31
CASIIIERS NEEDED F'f/pt at .different locations.
Callevaluationl62·17SI. GS,
9/2
STII.L LOOKING? WALGREEN'S Juan Tabo and
Montgomery is now taking applications for part·tlme
positions. Apply in person. Experience desired, 8/31
RESTAURANT WORK AVAILABLE. All phases,
9/2
days, nights. 262•175 I GS.
BRIGHT,
ENTUUSIASTIC, DEOICATED
graduate or undergraduate chemistry, physics,
history and Spanish tutors- must be work-study
cleared or eligible for Faii198J, Contact Be a at UNM
Upward Bound Program, 277-3506, at 2013 Mesa
<Jn
Vista Hall.

at the

Christian Student Center
Call 265·4312 for more
information
130 Girard NE

TYPIST ON CAMI'tlS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
8/31
MASSAGt: TIIERAPY. REST, rclltleatlon. 8222128. Voice pager.
10/3
DANCERS! ATUU:l'ES! TilE widely acclaimed
Pilatcs method of hody Conditioning used exlen~i,cJy by NYC llallet members is now available at
llody Correctives. 266·0608.
912
VERY IIEST 'TYPING: Term papers, manu~cripts,
thesis. rcmmes. Reasonable. 296-1794.
9/2
lll'I.IMIA TREATliU:NT PROGRAM, Help In
o\ercCiming binge..·omiting!porglng. Thursdays
9i 15-tono. 266-0459.
9/1
110M~: TYPING SERVICE. Retired ptofessor.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GREPSYCH • GRE 810
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT o PSAT • ACHIEVEMENTS
SAT o ACT • TOEFL o MSKP
NArL MED BDS o ECFMG
FLEX o VQE • NOB o AN BDS
CPA • SPEED READING
~-H.MPIAN
EDUCATlOPI4L CENTER

test Pre~:~~~·or9 fiwahsts

Chinese .Culture Cenf)ter

For mlotm•t•on. Please Call

265·2524
Coupon Good TOday On!y 9· f

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books

~----~----1

7
$ ~er ~~hUS
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yALE BLOOD PLASMA
As a plasma donor
you can earn $70 or mote per month
Bring this ad for $5 bonus on your 1st donation
Your plasma is Vitally needed
for the production of many life saving vaccines

I
I

~\J~MiiN..

l

·~
ARMY· NAVY GOODS

•

w•:\1'

504 YALE SE

265·7777

Program

L.Jt_7_~~~d_S! ~~:_~c,:~J

I
G

Ask about our
Speed Reading

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday
Neopolrtan. S>e1lran & Whole WhaAI Pttla

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Next 1'o Lo1JO Theater
Call 268·7023

I

You must be a local resident, student, or military
and have a valid picture I.D.
Offer expires August 31, 1983
1 coupon per donor & not valid
with other coupons
New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30·3:30

I. .
I
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1983-84
STUDENT DIB.ECTOB.Y
Deletion of Names and Addresses

Any student wishing to have herfnis name deleted

from the Student Directory needs to stop by the Student Activities. Center located on the first floor of the
New Mexico Union Building (SUB) before Friday,
September 2, and fill out the appropriate form.

.........................
;

ATTENTION
PSYCHOLOGY
STUDENTS
PSI CHI is making a new start at UNM. If you are a
psychology major or minor with a 3.2 overall grade point
average and a 3.5 grade point in psychology classes you
are eligable to apply. Anyone interested should attend the
meeting in the Psych Library Rm.l30 at 5:00pm Wednesday the 31st. Applications will be available at this meeting
or by contacting Dr. Janet Belew.
If you are an old PSI CHI member this

meeting is especially important,
as we will be discussing initiations

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Enroll in an

fiUCABLE, HEALTHY, HANDSOME Black
Labradotpups,AKC ISO, Phone842·002S.
9/7
ELECTRIC CORRECTION TYPEWRITER.

•

DltiVE- BISBEE POETRY Festival Sept. 3, 4, 5.
266·9461.
. 912
FLAGSTAFF! RIDERS NEEDED. !.eave Sept, 2,
return Sept. 5, 266·0614.
9/2

KJITENS- FREE,. 298-3554, Call after 5:30. 8131
DAYPACKS AND BACKPACKS, assorted colors.
Kaufman's West - 11 real Army-Navy store. 504
8/.31
Yale SE, 265.7777,
WE SMELL GOOD at. the Mi~ed Bag with htcense.
spices, herbal teas. ;!2!o Central SE, across from
UNM.
9/2
25'7o OFF SWISS Army l;nives. Kaufman's- a real
Army·Navy store, 265-7777,
8/31
PICTI]RE FRAMING, DltY mounting, &lass, mats
and more. Student discount. Frame Craft, 4521
CentraiNE, 256·0779.
9/19
TRAIL SHORTS AND mihtary shorts- !Jest
selection In town. J{aufman's- a real Army-Navy
store. 504 YaleSE. 265-7777.
8/31
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
trn
today. 131 Marron Hall.
RAY·BAN SUNGLASSES 25% off, Kaufman's- a
reaiArmy·Navy store. 504 YaleSE. 265-7777, 8/31

ACCREDITED BIBLE CLASS

For Sale

9!1

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

Travel

Miscellaneous

Offer expires Sept. 31, 1983

YALE BLOOD.PLASMA, INC.

II
I
I

·~

I
I

--------;--·-.
122. Yale SE, Albuquerque . .

_._

__ .. ·

.

. 266-5/291

ACROSS
1 Law: Abbr.
5 Drudgery
10 Deface
14 Match
151nhabit
16 Crater
17 Destroys
19 Verily
20 Field event
21 Singer
23 Chosen
26 Circuit
27 Los Angeles'
port:
2words
30 Capsizes
34 Sorrow word
35 Join
37 Speck
38 Audacity
39 Wastrel
41 Devon river
42 Undivided
43 Bowling area
44 Disregard
45 Cuddle
47 Non-winners
50 Fla.'s neighbor
51 Excessive
52 Oriental
56 Dining

60 Alight
61 Parka fabric
layer
64- decamp
65 Oslo Ian·
guage
66 Eight: Pref.
67 College ball
68 Tumbler
69 Famed
cartoonist
of yore
DOWN
1 Raced
2 Hack
3 River isles
4 Arm muscle
5 Slipped
6 Arab robe
7 Bridle part
8 Verses
9 Determined
10 Music signs
11 Head of a
comet
12 Danish measure
13 Divorce city
18 Dominate
22 News medium

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED
CLAMrLOTS.SALA

R~MI
RIVAL
AROW
ARES
OV~RACT lYE
WARHATER.TA I LEO
GEO BlE R N - _
T R DIP
EIN E D
I~ OL SD TIE
RA
tTo ~r~
LA
AD AID SIL U SIH slv. AT
MA Gil
N.E T E
c~
p R E IL UDE S
G i'AIR E 0
T EIR C H A R -

_,

F.

L <E G E S

~~

·!!.~~r

ENTEiPRISE
NEON OUSTS
TENT
TREAT

24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33

Causing pain
Auto area
Gallery
Marshal
Scrags
Plant swelling
Poison
E.ditor's
words
36 Epic poem
39 Chateau
room
40 Agreeable
44 Speech

CT S
BORE
LAIT
ELMS

46 One behind
another
48 Cubic meters
49 Uttered
52 Cheer
53 Topknot
54 - - China
55 Chemical
suffix
57 Quechuan
58 Snoods
59 Cavern
62 Pewter coin
63 Letfer

(,

